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Dr Ri sCelebrates

Tigers Tame Purple Her!cane|

^

Tigers Down Aubarn and Carolina
Fiftieth Birtliday
But Lose To Mercer and Tech

HORNETS ALLOWED ONLY TWO FIELD GOALS, j Many Surprises For Clemson President
"Bum" Day Was "Perfect"
All Clemson joined hands last
CLASS FOOTBALL
Wednesday to celebrate Dr. Riggs'
FURMAN UNABLE TO SCORE
UNDER HEADWAY 50th birthday anniversary. The day
FIELD GOAL IN FIRST HALF

The change has come, the jinx is
broken, and once again the powerful
Tiger demonstrates his supremacy
over the Purple Hurricane. Things
cannot happen the same way too long,
and so in basketball, and as will be
shown in other things soon, the Tiger
has come to himself, and is master of
the situation again. In a hard fought
game that was rough yet free of unsportsmanlike conduct the Clemson
five captured its second state game
from Furman Tuesday afternoon.
The visiting team played a hard clean
game and showed themselves to be
good sports, but their playing as well
as Clemson's playing was marred by
unnecessary interruptions by the
referee. Had Clemson lost the game
this would not be offered as an alibi, but to this writer's knowledge
there has never been a poorer exhibition of refereeing on a Clemson
court.
The Tiger squad jumped to the
front at the beginning of the game
and at no time was their lead dangerously threatened. The Tigers so
completely curbed their attack in the
first half that the Hurricane forwards
were unable to make a field goal.
Mills and Colbert put up a beautiful
defense, allowing the visitors not a
chance to score from play. The end
of the first half saw the score stand
13 to 6 for the Tigers. The entire
Clemson team played a wonderful
game. Day played like a flash up and
down the court, ringing up seven
field goals and two fouls to his credit.
Wertz was fast at passing and did
some good dribbling. To George Bryan goes the credit for the most beautiful basket of the afternoon. Colbert and Mills were forced to retire
from the game near the end on account of too many fouls.
Andrews lead the Furman scoring,
making ten points all of which were
from the foul line." Carter played a
great game at guard.
Line-up and sumamry:
Furman (14)
Pos.
Clemson (23)
Andrews (10)
F
Day (16)
Waters
F
Bryan (6)
Brock
C
Wertz
Quissenberry
G
Mills
Dobson (2)
G
Colbert (1)
Substitutes: Clemson — Chandler,
Garrison; Furman—Carter (2), Taylor.
Field goals: Clemson 10; Furman,
2.
Referee: Campbell.
—J. M.
PROF. LANGE ASSOCIATED
WITH PROFESSOR LEE
Played Important Part in WinningRecent Competition
In connection with the recent com.
petition for a group of Women's dormitories held by the University of
South Carolina ,Prof. David C. Lange,
instructor in Architectural Design at
Clemson, participated in and did
much in the preparation of the winning design. He will be associated
with Prof. Lee in the execution of the
drawings.
Prof. Lange, is a post graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, and has taught Architecture in
Washington and Texas State colleges.
He was instructor in design at Clemson in 1915 when L. LeGrand, a
Clemson student, won first prize in
the Southern Intercollegiate Competition.
Prof. Lee, who is head of the Architectural Department, recently received an inquiry from a prominent
southern archtect who requested a
photograph of Mr. LeGrand's design,
showing the favorable impression
which remained in the mind of the
architect for a period of eight years.
—W.
C. P. Josey, '05, who is at present stationed at Portsmouth, Va., is
an electrical draftsman in the United
States Navy Yard.

COME OUT FOR
THAT CLASS TEAM
Since last fall many have thought
that they could never survive until |
the next football season. Now every.;
one is again to see the mole-skin war-;
riors in action, the Clemson Tigers \
charging up and down the length of
the gridiron. Class football has been
inaugurated and will soon be in full
swing.
The Tigers have a tough schedule
ahead of them for next season, and
they must begin to get in shape. Class
football is a much better way of training compared with getting out in the
spring and trying to get something
out of six or seven weeks of straight
hard work.
This is not saying,
though, that the class games will not
be hard fought contests, for they will.
The element of competition will play
an important role, and will create
much more interest in the games.
In the past the interclass games
have always been hotly contested,
and the contest which settles the
question of the championship is always looked forward to by all lovers
of the game.
The various class
teams will be well coached, but as yet
we do not know just which man will
coach each team. However, the
names of the coaching staff will be
announced later.
Come out for your team, men.
Show your class spirit.
We don't
want only the varsity men out, we
want to see every man who can play
or thinks he can play come out. You
have thought that you could play
football, but you have never had a
chance? Well, here is your chance!
You underclassmen who want a berth
on the Tiger eleven for '23 (and who
doesn't want such a berth?), come
out and see what you can do. Now is
the chance to make that team next
fall. There are many men here in
college who have never been out for
athletics of any kind, big men, real
men who if they went out and tried
could not be kept off the Tiger squad
that is going to wave the Purple and
Gold in triumph from one end of the
Palmetto State to the other in the
autumn of '23. What do you say,
men? Are you coming out? Sure
you are!
—W,
GENERAL FARNSWORTH
VISITS CLEMSON

was one full of delightful surprises
for Dr. Riggs. All of his friends did
something to attenpt to show their
esteem for his long service at Clemson.
On the previous Tuesday evening,
a formidable group of men, whose
faces were concealed, called President Riggs from his home, and putting him in an automobile, drove
away with him. After a long, silent
ride thru the country the car came
to a stop, along with several others,
at Starr, S. C. The men escorted him
into the dining room of an eating
house, and, to his surprise all of the
men were his directors and co-workers of the college. A feast was spread
in the dining room, and the evening
was a joyous one for all.
On Wednesday he had orders from
"higher authority" to remain in his
office for a conference at 6:15 that
evening. At that time he was escorted to the college mess hall, where
another elaborate feed, in his honor,
was spread.
The directors were
guests also. This was the surprise
which had been prepared by the
cadet corps, that they might, in a
small measure, show their appreciation of what Dr. Riggs has done for
the college.
Cadet Zeigler, penior class president, presented Dr. Riggs with a
handsome silver vase, a present from
the cadet corps.
Zeigler expressed
the sentiments of all the students in
his short speech of presentation.
Dr. Riggs responded in a speech to
the boys which went straight to the
hearts of all.
"Mother Mid." had decorated the
mess "hall beautifully with flowers.
The birthday cake was a huge affair
weighing 140 pounds, and lighted by
fifty candles. This cake was cut, and
pieces of it given to all the cadets.
Among the
birthday presents
which President Riggs received were
a silver waiter, a traveling bag, and
several beautiful fountain pens. The
closing party of the day was a dinner given in his home by Mrs. Riggs.
His lady friends were present at this
occasion.
Dr. Riggs has been in service at
Clemson for about 25 years, during
the last decade of which he has been
president of the institution. He has
always taken the greatest interest in
everything concerning the college,
and in the affairs of the students.
Clemson is indeed proud of Dr.
Riggs.
—E. H. H.

Chief of Infantry Looks Over Large
SAD ACCIDENT NEAR CLEMSON
R. O. T. C. Unit.
On last Friday morning Major
General Farnsworth spoke to the
On last Friday evening Miss Sarah
cadets after the chapel services, tell- Singleton, a 12-year-old daughter of
ing of the needs and advantages of Mr. and Mrs. V. M. Singleton, of
the U. S. Army. He spoke of the near Clemson, met a serious accident
need of trained officers, and how the' while attempting to build a fire in a
country was depending on the train- j wood-cook stove, caused by the exploed college men to lead in the next sion of a can of kerosene, spreading
war which all hope will never be. He flames over her clothing and burnm
&
pointed out the pleasures of the offi- the child in an almost complete bliscer in the army as well as the work ter from shoulders to knees before
which the same officer has to carry the flaming clothing could be smothon. He said that while the salary ered on torn off,.
Physicians were
of the army officer does not show so hurriedly summoned and did all that
much, yet in reality his income is could be done for the suffering child
much larger than shown. General that died six hours after the acciFarnsworth appealed to the patriot-1 dent.
The heart-broken mother,
ism in every American's breast, and father, brother and one uncle all susas he outlined the military policy of tained painful burns on their hands
the United States, he showed how and arms trying to save their lovedthis policy applied to every person in one.
America. Indeed, the duty of the colThe family carried the body to
lege man, and especially the duty of
the college man subject to military their former home in Toccoa, Ga.,
training, was brought home to every Saturday afternoon, where funeral
services were held at the home of her
cadet.
grand-parents,
If General Farnsworth had only
Sarah possessed a kind, sweet and
been able to visit Clemson at any
other time, he would have been able lovable disposition and was very atto see the college as it is every day. tentive to her home and studies. The
He would have at least seen the corps entire community extends sympathy
of cadets on the drill field. As it to this bereaved family.
was, all of the students were in the
There was recently organized an
midst of examinations, and were not
able to show the General how the Alumni chapter in Pittsburgh, and
largest R. O. T. C. unit in the country Wilkinsburg, Pa., with "Rusty." Wilappears when on parade. We were hite, '22, as secretary and treasurer.
glad to receive this visit, and we hope
that the general will come again
"Johnnie" O'Dell, '20, of Tuscan,
when he sees fit.
Ariz., is in the entomology division
—W.
of the University of Arizona.

AUBURN GAME REPLETE WITH THRILLS
RATS NOSED OUT
BY ONE GOAL

Clemson Basketeers
Working Hard and Fast
AUBURN GOES DOWN

RATS LOSE CLOSE CONTEST
In a hard fought game last Saturday evening, the Furman new boys
succeeded in defeating the young Tigers by a narrow margin of two
points. Furman started the game
off with a rush and succeeded in accumulating a lead which they kept
throughout the game. The first half
ended with the Furman Freshmen
leading 14-9,. The young Tigers
came back in the second half and
scored 9 points to Furman's 6. It was
a nip and tuck battle throughout
with the little Hurricane leading by a
point or two.
Furman displayed a brilliant offensive game and their passing was superior to that of the Tiger cubs. Waters and Roberson for the visitors
succeeded in dropping the ball in the
loop for three field goads each. Werner of Clemson succeeded in repeating with a like number. Roberson of
Furman and Palmer of Clemson contributed sensational shots, both being
dropped in from mid-floor.
It was a hard fought affair and the
Tiger cubs went down fighting in
true Tiger style. With the odds
against them they entered the game
in the second half and outplayed
Furman.
Lineup and summary:
Furman (20)
Clemson (18)
McGee(4)
Roy (4)
F
Waers (6)
Werner (6)
F
Roberson (6)
Palmer (4)
C
Galloway (2)
Phipps (4)
G
Smith
Marin
G
Sinton,
Substitutes — - Clemson:
Whilden, Bailey, Croyton and White.
Furman—Herlong and Harrell.
Referee—Singer (Benning).
Foul goals—Clemson: Roy 2 out
of 4; Furman: 0 our of 1.
—A. B. F.

QUARANTINE LIFTED.
At last the cadets are free! At
last the quarantine has been lifted!
Cadets may now visit and in return
receive visitors. We feel sure that
the population of the neighboring
towns will be swelled to the limit
at the advent of the first week-end
privileges.
The Board of Health met on last
Monday night and decided that the
situation justified the lifting of the
quarantine. They were glad to be
able to lift the quarantine, but they
were no happier than were the restricted cadets when they heard the
news.
So we, the cadets, unite in
relegating the quarantine to the
past and in expressing the wish that
another one will not be necessary
soon.
—W.
I Need My Rye
I
Like the shoe needs a shoe string,
Like a collar neds a tie,
Like a shirt needs a button,
Just like these I need my Rye.
II
Like a coat needs a wearer,
Like the glasses need the eye,
Like a baby needs its mother,
Just like these I need my Rye.
Ill
Like a ffower needs the sunshine,
Like a lawyer needs to lie,
Like a lake needs its water,
Just like these I need my Rye.
IV
Like a ship without a pilot,
Like a man that doomed to die,
Liek a man without a country,
I'm just like these without my Rye.
V
Like a college needs its students,
Like the alphabet needs the "Y",
Like the army neds its soldiers
Just like these I need my Rye.
V.
I am growing old and feeble,
Since the U. S. A. went dry,
Gone is all my pep
Since the days when I had Rye.
—W. S. J.

Coach Stewart's flashy five was on
the job Monday afternoon when they
took the Auburn Tigers into camp
by a safe margin of 24 to 19. It was
a fast game in which the close guarding by the home Tigers was -a striking feature. The visitors played a
good game of basketball and showed
themselves to be a true type of sports.
An Auburn game is always welcomed
on the Tiger schedule for the men
from Alabama are noted for putting
up a clean fight whether they are
losing or winning. Auburn jumped
into the lead near the beginning of
the game when they rang up a point
from the foul line. This was soon
overcome by a series of field goals
rung up by the Purple forwards.
Never again was the lead taken by
the visitors but by the end of the
first half Coach Stewart's men were
leading by nine points, the score being 16 to 7. The opening of the
second half looked dark, for the Alabamaites came back strong and at
one time cut the Tiger's lead to three
points. This was brought to five
points before the last whistle sounded.
The final count showed that the
Tigers scored three more field goals
chan their opponents. Pinkie Colbert was the highest scorer for Clemson dropping eight through the circle out of fifteen tries. "Perfect"
Day upheld his name by making the
most spectacular shot of the day
when he dropped one through from
near the middle of the court. He accounted for three field goals besides
being all over the court like a flash.
George Bryan played his usual good
game and did some beautiful passing
besides making two goals. The job
of looking after the fast Dudley was
left to Birddog Mills, and he did his
job well. Dudley was only able to
shoot two goals throughout the game.
For the Alabama five McKinney
led the scoring by his ability to locate the circle from the foul line. He
only missed three out of twelve tries
for the basket. Hahn and Dudley
accounted for the other points, making six and four respectively.
Line-up and summary:
Auburn (19)
Pos.
Clemson (24)
Hahn (6)
F
Day (6)
Dudley (4)
F
Bryan (4)
Harrison
C
Wertz (6)
McKinney (9)
G
Colbert(8)
Duke
G
Mills
Substitutes: Clemson—Chandler;
Auburn—Shirey, Creel, Savage.
Fouls scored: McKinney—9, Colbert 8.
Referee: May (Oregon-Aggies).
—J. M.
CAROLINA

FIRST
STATE

TEAM.

The State championship race was
started off right this year and now
the only thing is to keep it going.
Carolina furnished the first state
game Saturday (20) when they
journeyed to Tigertown. Although
playing a good class of basketball the
University men were not able to go
the Tigers one. Instead, the Tigers
determination
and fight brought
them victory in one of the closest
contested games ever played in the
new gym. Coach Stewart's men took
the lead near the beginning of the
game and continued thus throughout.
At the end of the first 20 minutes, the
Purple forwards had rung up eleven
points to the visitors six. The game
took on renewed pep in the last period and at times the visitors's threat
looked determined. However they
were never able to overcome the five
point lead and by the end of forty
minutes the lead had increased to
eight.
Capt. Day started the game at cen.
ter but was shifted forward when
Wertz came in. His playing showed
him to be good at both places, for he
(Continued on page 3)

greatest authorities on wireless
be derived.
From the time they enter col- telegraphy, has succeeded, on a small
lege until they leave, the cadets are scale, in transmitting electrical power
told of the many benefits that are thru the ether. The develonment of
results of conscientious work in the these things now in the incipient
literary societies. They are told of stages lies very largely in the hinds
the benefits, but because they do not of this generation's production of enFounded by the Class of '07
see these results materializing im- gineers. Clemson engineers, awaken
Published weekly by the Corps of mediately, they think that perhaps to your opportunities, and prepare
there is no good to be derived after yourself to take advantage of them.
Cadets of Clemson College
all. That is where the faulty reason- The fate of civilization lies in the
Official Organ of the Clemson Ath- ing comes in, for it is not so much i training and skill of present enginletic Association and the Clemson here at college that one needs the I eers..
training, but it is when the college
■—J. L. Audrey.
Alumni Association.
is left behind. When the man goes
out into the world to struggle for himA GOOD SPORT
Subscription Rates
self, there is no one to speak for him
"He never believes he has played
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 except himself. In short, he must his best.
stand on his own bottom. The man
He never quits.
Six Months (weekly)
$1.00 who is not able to stand on his feet
He has no alibi.
Average Circulation 1700.
and say what he thinks is terribly
He smiles when he loses.
handicapped when
he is pitted
He is a quiet -winner.
Entered as Second Class Matter at against the man who knows how to
He plays fair."
the Post Office at Clemson College, tell what he thinks in a convincing
How many of us can live up to
South Carolina.
manner. Too often it is the case each of the above qualifications?
. WOOD'
and Bus. Mgr. that a man who really has less train- Are we good sports all of the time.
ing than another gets the job he- or only part of the time
Or is it
Asfit. Ed. cause he knows how to tell what he that all of us are good sports part
;
Associate Ed. wants. This fact is of vital import- . of the time; part of us good sports
OLIVE'
Associate Ed. ance to the college student, and es_ ■ all of the time; but all of us never
specially so to the student who does
J. McMAHAN
Athletic Ed not attend a strictly literary college. good sports all of the time?
Fellows, it is not easy to find a
E. G. PARKERAsso. Ath. Ed.
Clemson turns out trained men. man who comes under all of these
D
Ass. Ath. Ed highly trained men. These men who qualifications. Too often it is the
B. C. LITTLEJOHN Alumni Editor finish certain courses are up-to-date, case that the man is able to only
CROSSLA.ND
Locals they know all that is to he known partly qualify. The sort of man the
F. M. ZEIGLER
Y and Lit. Soc. about their particular work. Yet it world loves to see is the man who is
happens that a man who is the all-around good sport, the man
T. R. VOGEL
loke Ed. sometimes
far inferior to this trained man is I who does his best in everything,
Circulation Department
given a certain lucrative position never quits, never makes an alibi,
W. M. BVLLENGER Circulation Mgr. because he is able to express him- | never fails to smile, never boasts,
self in better English. There are and never cheats. This is the kind
,T. E. ROSS,
Asso. Cir.
H. B. DOMINICK _.... Asso. Circ. Mgr. many cases of this kind, and we of man who makes a success of his
don't want them to be. There is no life, and we all want to make our
PORTERS' Ci.TTB
single course of instruction at ClemB. F. Robertson
'23 son that will help one more than a • life a success. Let us all be good
sports. That's easy? No, it's not
J. M. Dunlap
'23 thorough and comprehensive study of easy, but it is not impossible. Let's
2B
J. E. King
'
the English language, spoken and do it!
■ —W.
written,. It is left practically entirely in the hands of the cadet himself.
ADVICE TO SENIORS
EDITORIAL
If he really wants to accomplish
"If a man possess any superiority,
"Trust no future, Howe'er pleasant; anything in this way, if he really or think that he does, when he does
wants to do something that will help not, such man if he is uninstructed,
Let the dead past bury its dead;
him tremendously in after years, will of necessity be puffed up thru
Act,—act in the living present,
Heart within and God o'erhead! then he is given the opportunity of it," thus says Epictetus the Roman
—Longfellow. entering whole-heartedly into litera- philosopher. Power is a dangerous
ry society work. If, on the other thing to be intrusted to any and
Last week we were worrying—at | hand, he wants to get thru college everyone. Throw upon a person—
leasf moltof UB were—but now it is with the very least amount of trouble who has never in all his life had
time to forget about the past exam- and work possible, the cadet is not power over anything other than a
nations and all attendant worries. compelled to help himself. So, who mule—the power that is given to
It is time to forget what has »one^ is to blame? Yes, it is the individ- j some members of the cadet corps and
t what is to | ual. It is only another case of a i nothing but disruption of a class and
before
It is not too soon to even! person being_ helped if he will help | many broken friendships will result.
come.
begin thinking about June, final ex-Jhimself- well, there are many of us | Some men were not born to rule, but
aminations, and—erstwhile freedom.! who need this help. Hadn't we bet- i sometimes necessity or a pull makes
nronirthT"aged°anTfeeble"wnojter avail ourselves of the opportu- them a seivile-ruler; servile in the
sense that they know from whence
live in the past; to accomplish things j nity.
comes their authority and to hold
today, we must live in today, and
THE GREATEST THINGS
this authority they must act the
must dream of tomorrow.
The greatest sin—fear.
tyrant; and a ruler in the sense that
Are we taking advantage of the
The best day—today.
they have a few men under them. The
opportunities that are being offered
us every day? Or are we sliding ' The biggest fool—the girl or boy practice of ruling all men with an
iron hand was out of vogue until a
thru the present and trusting that who will not go to school.
The greatest deceiver—one who few days ago when » few Sethe future will take care of itself?
niors decided
that
they
were
I am afraid that there are many deceives himself.
The most beautiful woman—the not getting
their due respects,
among us that have to answer the
and consequently that
they had
latter question in the affirmative. one you love.
The greatest mistake—giving up. better "crack-down" on the unWe do not act today, we put off until
The most expensive indulgence— der dog or fellow students. Respect,
tomorrow—it is much easier. We
seniors, must not be coerced. If you
do not seem to realize that without hate.
The cheapest .stupidest, and easiest are not respected because you are
a present there can be no future.
a senior, then do not try to force
Our college career is like a great thing to do—finding fault.
The greatest trouble maker—talk- others to respect you thru fear. Such
race track laid out on the side of a
actions only breed hatred. I doubt
long steep hill, with the goal, the ing too much.
The worst bankrupt—the soul that if any. of you will deny the fact that
last white line of tape, fluttering on
Col. Cummins was respected by all
the summit. We start at the bot- has lost its enthusiasm.
The cleverest man—one who al- men. Did Col. Cummins try to force
tnm- we climb; we endeavor to at.
us as men to respect him? The anlast'attain the tape and finish the | ways does what^he thinks Js right.
The best teacher—one who makes swer is a positive "NO!" No underrace. Why do so many who started:
classman respects a man who "camps
off with a flourish never breast the! you ^wantto^ learn.
The best part of anyone's religion on his trail" half as much as he restring as winners? Is it because they
spects a man who does his duty as
become weary? No, that is not the —gentleness and cheerfulness.
The meanest feeling—jealousy.
duty demands.
reason; weariness is no excuse for
The most important training—
Men are rational animals and as
failure. The fellow who fails is the
such demand a rational government.
in democracy.
man who lets things "slide."
He training
The greatest need—common sense. Let us see how the underclassmen
grows weary and pauses to rest. Why
The best gift—forgiveness.
look towards us and how they ask us
should he worry, he has plenty of
—By Dr. Frank Crane. to rule them: "Show us what is proftime, why shouldn't he pause so that
itable to us, and we will follow it;
he will be stronger at the finish? So
show us what is unprofitable and
he reasons, and he acts accordingly; ENGINEERS NOW HAVE
we will turn away from it. Make us
he sits down by the side of the track
BIG OPPORTUNITIES imitators of yourself as Socrates
to take it easy for a time. He says
made men imitators of himself." Do
to himself that he will let everything
this; do not do this, if you do not
The
question
often
arises—do
the
"slide" for a while and he will be all
me I will report you. This is
the better off. And he does slide— engineering students of today fully obey
realize the responsibilities soon to be not governing men like rational anibackward.
Say to us, 'as the Regulations
The man who realizes that he can- placed upon their shoulders? And mals.
say ,so act; if you do not act so, you
not stop for even the briefest mo- the answer is too freqeunt that they will
feel the penalty ,you will be
ment is the man who finally attains do not.
the goal, the runner who finally!
The future of the engineering pro- punished'-—What will be the punishment? 'Nothing else than not having
f
an
B
&
oreasts tne tape as the winner. We it
?™_
l.fc\the
™Vl*l±\°
t^
is beyond
conception of
the done your duty.' If you reason thus
must realize that in order to cross human
mind.
Certain engineering with your fellow students you will
the last white line, in order to achieve
get that respect which is yours. If
success, we must run with deter- and scientific accomplishments which you
try to force them to respect you
almost certain to materialize at
mined heart the race before us; we are
distant date, would be treated as you are erecting a barrier in your
can never pause, never quit, even for no
absurd and nonsensical if suggested own pathway toward senior respect.
a little while.
—W.
Seniors, in conclusion, let me say
to the layman of the present day.
However, it is an indisputable fact that if you are militaristically inA PLEA FOR THE
that these predictions are no more clined, "be sure that you are right
LITERARY SOOD3TTES absurd today than the prediction fifty then go ahead." Never try to force
years ago that music could never be respect. If you continue in your
"Aw, what's the use fooling away transmitted thru the air. This, as present path and fail to gain respect,
time with literary societies. This is we all know, is now made possible remember, O seniors.
"Sic semper tyrannus."
no literary college. We have too by radio telegraphy.
—L. A. Fletcher
much work to do; why, in a literary
The transmission of solid bodies
college they don't have half as many thru the ether in a manner similar
hours of work as we have here. We to the transmission of wireless waves
The Absent Minded Beggar.
don't get any credit for literary may seem highly absurd and impossi.
"Carter is the most absent-minded
society work ,so why should we spend ble (and many reading will laugh chap I ever saw," remarked a clubwhat few hours of leisure we have at the suggestion), but the fact man to a fellow clubman.
in doing something which we do not should be well borne in mind that
"What's he been doing now?" inmost of the great inventors and quired the other.
get any credit for?"
"Why this morning he thought
The above paragraph is a fair their respective inventions were highexample of tho argument which is ly ridiculed and laughed at when he'd left his watch at home, and then
advanced by the majority of the ca- first placed in the public view. he took it out to see if he had time]
dets when they are approached in However,
"
this did not prevent the to go back and get it."
the interest of the literary societies. telephone, our most efficient means
"That isn't as bad," said the sec. |
They can't seem to understand how of communication, from becoming a ond man reminiscently, "as the time
they can be expected to help in lit- reality, nor did it prevent the steam when he left his office and put out
erary society work, they can only see propelled boat from becoming one of a card saying he'd be back at three
the work and nothing else. They can the greatest factors in the expansion o'clock, and then, finding he'd foronly see that part of their leisure of civilization.
gotten something, went back to his
time will he consumed, and that theyj
Pictures and photographs have office, read the notice on the door
will not receive any credit for the been transmitted with comparative and sat down on the stairs to wait
active participation in society duties. | ease, using no other medium than until three o'clock.—Ladies Home
They do not consider the benefits to the ether. Uikola Telsa, one of the Journal.
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ATTENTION

MEN!

What Kind of Men Do Girls Want
to Marry
Every girl has an ideal man whom
she wishes to make her husband
some day. Sometimes it is impossible to marry one's ideal, and the
less fortunate women go thru life
with the feeling of having missed
that indefinable something which
makes up an ideal lover and husband. This does not necessarily
mean that these women are unhappy, for they may be happy and yet
have a feeling of discontent at times.
Women as a rule try to make
themselves the ideal wife more than
men try to make themselves the ideal
husband. But did you ever stop to
think, men, that the women are exnecting you to do your part? Did
you ever stop to think that i
you stop playing ' the lover's part,
that love flies out the window?
This does not mean that man must
give up his independence and become
a servant, for no woman can respect
a man who lets himself become her
footstool; but he can make her realize his love for her by being courteous and considerate to her all of
the time. And how it does please a
woman to receive candy and flowers
from a man, for that shows her that
he really cares for her and thinks of
her.
As to the outward appearance,
girl's opinions vary, but it is a settled fact that the tall man is in favor. Here are a few examples of
girl's opinions:
"My ideal husband shall be six
feet tall, and have brown eyes and
hair. He must be very athletic and
have high ambitions. I want to
know before I marry him whether
he is considerate of his family or
not. The man I marry must be very
considerate of his mother and sisters or I will take it as a good sign
that he will not be considerate of
me. He must command my respect
at all times."
"My lover must be one who is very
intelligent; one who can talk about
something else besides the wild parties and dances he has taken part in.
I want him to dance well but I
want him to be able to talk about
other things. He must be morally
clean. I don't want one who idles
his time away in making dirty remarks about various girls. He must
be very thoughtful of me, If he can
afford it, I prefer that he takes me
about quite a good deal, and sends
me flowers and candy occasionally.
I could always love a man like this."
These are just a few suggestions
as to what the girl of today expects.
Look yourselves over, men, and see
if you come up to the mark!
—Martha's Mirror.
"CRUELLY SPEAKING
SATIRICALLY."
It is evident that the girls do not
want us to be anything except angels! We must be tall, strong, athletic, intelligent, gentle, meek, masterful, brave, ambitious, rich, graceful .thoughtful, eloquent, considerate, neat, heavenly, perfected, modest, good-natured, and morally pure.
Oh, they don't expect anything of us;
in fact, there are none of the men
who cannot live up to all of the requirements (?)• Well, girls, you
have won your point. We grant your
premise; we realize that we should
live up to all of your expectations
and more too. It is not our fault
that we do not always do it. It is often the case that you limit us. But
let us for a while look at the question from our point of view; let us
see what we men of today expect in
the fair young girls of the day.
Before mariage we find that we
can't live without her, and after marriage we find that we can't live with
her How often is that true to life?
In too many instances it is only too
true. It's this way: In China the
wife does not see her husband before
marriage; in America she does not
see him after marriage. "Why Do
Husbands Leave Home" would be a
good title for some aspiring author
who has a keen insight into human
nature. It's a long story, girls.
Women are very desirable most
of the times, but sometimes they are
sadly out of place. The college man
who has endeavored to grapple with
one of his problems that is about to
strangle him can very well testify
to this being correct.
That sweet
young face just will come floating
across the page and blur all the
characters.
But even if they are
sometimes out of place, it is a settled fact that women are more or
less of a necessary evil, and it is a
safe bet that they will not soon be
done away with.
It has been said that there are
only three kinds of girls today: the
flapper, the girl who would like to
be a flapper, and the girl who can't
be a flapper. That classification gives
the men such a wide range of choice.
But the men will always continue to
choose—in spite of the fact that
they do not always get what they
want.
Now what does the man expect of
his bride? He is not near so fastidious as the girl. He does not make
near so many demands, but what few
demands he does make, he expects
to be granted. We wonder why it is
that the man is so modest in his
demands. Well, perhaps it is be-

cause there is not much hope of getting more,
A typical example of
the ideal girl that reigns supreme
in every man's heart is described
by the typical man:
"My ideal girl must be beautiful
■—not merely pretty ,but really
beautiful.
First, last, and always
she must love me and me alone,
and she must let me know that she
loves me ;that is, she must be affectionate. She must know how to
cook, even if I am able to give her
a hundred cooks. She must be kind,
adorable, admirable, young agreeable, amiable, angelic, appreciative,
attentive.
attractive.
blameless,
brave, charitable, clever, content,
delicate, desirous, devoted, educated, earnest, energetic, faithful, forgiving food humored. hanriy, sil
and obedient- But, even with all of
she will still nor be all that
ire. She must be my
ation; her soft rounded
about mv neck must, make me laugh
at trouble: her fresh young ruby
lir>s nressed to mine must make me
cease to envy the thrones of the
great; her elfin voice so small andweak must ever plead my cause
whate'er the world may say; she
must be mine, all mine, to mave
and to hold forever—and a day."
We wonder why there are not
more -girls like this. Few they are.
Well, there really are more of these
fair maids if we only knew it. Let
me tell you a secret, girls: Ask
any man, who thinks he has found the
one girl, if his girl does not live up
to the ideal given above. He will
tell you that the description is meagre, that she is all of that and much
more. So why try to turn the joke
on the women? They only laugh at
us in the end. But. remember, girls,
man's wants make the old world
go 'round.
—W.
Fellows, the first milestone has
been passed and now the second
milestone confronts us. Are we go_
ing to pass this second stone in the
same fashion that we passed the
first, or are we going to pass it with
high honors and flying colors? The
fact that we didn't pass the' first
one in this manner is no reason why
we can't and shouldn't pass the second one this way.
Time and Tide waits for no man,
and unless we start now it will be
too late to start, for sooner than It
seems the Freshmen will be Sophs.,
the Juniors Seniors, and the Seniors
Alumni. It is much easier to study
now than it will be later on for
then the spring fever and athletic
games will tend to draw our attention away from our studies. We are
sent here for our own good and not
for the good of others and it is certain that one cannot get something
for nothing. Therefore, if we do
not put something into our work, we
cannot expect to get anything out
of it. It is up to us as the future
citizens of South Carolina to equip
ourselves in such a manner that
when we finish here we will be able
to take a good stand for ourselves
in the business world and help to
raise South Carolina toward the top
both in money and in education. It
is sad but true that South Carolina
is about at the bottom in education
and if we do not do our part toward
decreasing the number of illiterates
it will soon reach and stick to the
bottom.
'
Things are easier said than done
and if some of us don't watch ourselves we will be found only saying.
Let's not be guilty of saying and not
doing; instead let's do now and sav
at some future time.
—M. B. O.
Thirty-four
different
countries
were represented in the International
Student Conference at Toronto, Canada, Nov. 24-29, 1922, under the
auspices of the Intercollegiate Prohibition Association.
The conference discussed the world movement
against alcoholism and its relation to
students.

YOUR MEMORY BOOK
Will not be complete without
Individual Photographs
of the

1922 FOOTBALL TEAM
G t
~ ,Jr°ur set at once- Order goes
off Monday. Place your order in
Room 370
ALSO KODAK FINISHING
AND ENLARGEMENTS
Representing
Green & Haynes, of Anderson

THE RELIABLE SHOE
AND TAILORING SHOP
Opposite Livery Stables.
Shoe Repairing, Uniform
Altering, Cleaning, Presing, Etc., Done Promptly.
All kind of Shirts Washed
and Pressed. Special Attention to Clemson Athletes.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
CLINT TAYLOR, Prop.

',

QUESTIONS

IN ENGLISH

1. Name in the order of their importance the principal parts of speech.
Where do
you rank "thrilling",
"gimme",
"shoot".
2. What is wrong with the sentence: "The Prohibition Amendment
has been sucecssfuly enforced thruout the United States"?
3. Tell in your own words the story of one of the following: "Over the
Hill", A Sailor-Made Man",
"The
Loves of Pharoah.'
4. Identify the following subtitles
as (a) Cut back (b) Soft focus (c)
Fade out:
"I never had a chance, lady. When
I was a kid—"
"When spring came to the Cumberlands—"
"In those lonely hours—'
5.
Translate six headlines from
current newspapers.
6.
Punctuate the following: "A
stout man comes into the court and
takes off his hat and pants."
7. Is an announcer at a broadcasting station an example of the active
voice?
8,. When is "biz'nez" a "preposition"?
—Sun Dial.

The Maiden's Prayer.
"Dear Lord ,1 ask nothing for myself!
Only give mother a son-inlaw."—Chesapeake Pilot.
She: "I'm just crazy over motor
boats."
Harvey Tate: "Er-—how would you
act in a Ford?"
Sure Preventive
Oh, the people they all chew
In Mobile,
Oh, the people they all chew
In Mobile,
Oh, the people they all chew
But it sure prevents the flu
So I chew tobacco too
Down in Mobile.
—I. N. Cyst.

"Nevermore"
Once upon a midnight dreary
While
he sat and called hear
"Dearie",
On a sofa made for one but holding
two;
While they nodded, nodded, nearly
napping
Suddenly there came a tapping,
As of someone gently rapping
Rapping at the parlor door.
"Tis my father, dear." she muttered,
Only this and nothing more.
What cared he for her relations,
He was full of exclamations,
Such as "Dearie, does oo love oo
dearie more?"
But her father, tired of waiting,
Waiting, frowning, aggravating,
Opened wide the parlor door.
Ah, 'tis well will he remember
That cold night in bleak December,
As he flew out twenty paces from
the door.
And for life will he be branded
Where her father's boot nad landed.
Quoth the raven, "Nevermore."
•—Exhcange.
When the bats in your belfry that
flut,
When your comprenez-vous rope is
cut,
When there's nobody home
In your ivory dome,
Then your head's not a head
It's a nut.
■—Ex.

A Williams girl had a little dog—
Mother—Don't ask so many quesMention her name. I won't!
tions, Katie.
Don't you know that
A senior bold remarked, "Some pet!" curiosity once killed a cat?
And she snapped back, "I don't."
Katie—What did the cant want to
■—Purple Cow. know, Mother?—Chespeake Pilot.

TIGERS DOWN AUBURN
AND CAROLINA.
mtniued from first page)

TECH WINS ATLANTA GAME.
The Tigers lost a fast game to Tech
in Atlanta Saturday, the final score
being 35 to 22. Mills and Day were
the outstanding stars for the Tigers
team.
Line-up:
Tech (35)
Pos.
Clemson (22)
Jenks
F
Day
Brewster
F
Bryan
Eckford
C
Wertz
A. Staton
G
Colbert
Roane
G
Mills
—J. M.

accounted for 12 of the Tigers scores.
George Bryan ran him a close second
and dropped five field goals through
for ten points.
Wallace and Lillis both did good
work for Carolina by scoring seven
and six points respectively.
Line-up:
Carolina (19)
Pos.
Clemson (27)
Wallace (7)
Dotterrer
Wright (4)
F
Bryan (10)
A Caustic Comeback
Gasque
C
Day (12)
As the guards were about to lead
Waite (2)
G
Colbert (1)
Mills (2)
G
Lillis (6) the condemned prisoner away the
lawyer who
had
defended him
Substitutes: Clemson—Wertz, Silstepped up.
cox, Bunch, and Chandler.
"I'm sorry I could not do more for
Carolina—Floyd, Baker, Abrams.
you,
old man," he said sympatheticReferee: May (Oregon Aggies)
ally as he sadly shook hands.
"Don't mention it, sir," was the
MERCER WINS FAST GAME
prisoner's unexpectedly caustic rejoiner.
"Ain't five years enough?"
Monday evening (22) Mercer in- —Ladies Home Journal.
aded Tigertown and carried away a
fast game by the score of 17 to 12.
"John" Auten, '22, and "Ray John"
Birddog Mills was the star of the Tiger team in this encounter. The Ellison '18 were recent visitors on
score is inadequate description. The the campus. "John" Auten is at present working for a lumber mill in
game was great.
Hartsville, S. C, and "Ray John" ElLine-up:
lison, is in Seneca, S. C.
Mercer (17)
Pos.
Clp-mson (12)
Smith (4)
F
Bryan (2)
W. L. Darn, '22, has a position
Wilkes (4)
F
Mills (4)
Gamble (2)
C
Day (6) with the Consolidated Textile CorHarmon (5)
G
Wertz poration of Lynhcburg, Va.
McWilliams
G
Colbert
"Peter" Chrimer, '17, is teachSubstitutes:
Clemson ■— Bunch;
ing in
the
Medical
College in
Mercer—Pope (2), Ellison.
Charleston, S. C.
T>eferee: May (Oregon Aggies).

Add Dames and Skoits.
France she's calla madamoiselle;
Germans, he call 'em da frau;
da Swedes
call
' em
somating
else, who's pronounce I dunno how.
Spain she call 'em senorita; Irisha
girl is colleen; da Scotchman call
'em lassie; and der English call her
queen.
But deesa placet too many
name on da girls I tink 'is stickin'.
Some call 'em squabs and janes, and
de rest he call 'em chicken.—Oracle.
Kind old gentleman: "My little
man, how do you like school?"
Little man: "I like it closed, sir."
Before marriage a girl imagines
a man is a wonderful thing. Afterwards she admits he is, or he couldn't
have fooled her the way he did.
"Ole: "Tillie, will you marry me?"
Tillie: "Yes, Ole."
A long deadening silence falls. Finally it is broken.
Tillie: "Vy don't you say something, Ole?"
Ole: "I tink Oi say too much alreddy."—Oracle.
Flattery is the art of pretending
that you like the girl more than you
like the kiss.
"Hell's Belles," said the preacher
as he gazed on the chorus girls.
Kendrick Inman bought a new
dictionary the other day to find the
difference between "Osculation" and
"Oscillation."
Lord Babbington was instructing
the new colored servant in his duties, saying: "Now, Zeke, when I
ring for you, you must answer me by
saying, 'My Lord, what will you
have?"
A few hours afterwards, having
occasion to summon the servant, his
lordship was astonished with the following: "My Gawd, what does you
want now."
—Reel.
"I think I am going to kiss you,
dear!"
"Oh, I'll call—"
"Whom?"
"Your bluff, sir," she said.—Mirror.
To Bad
She has gone;
Her has went.
Us can never go to she.
Her can never
Come to we.
Oh, how can
It ain't?
—Univ. News.
Hello, Olaf, where you ban so
long?"
"I ban got married."
"That's good."
"Not so good, my wife's got two
children."
"That's bad.'
"Not so bad. She's got $10,000."
"That's good."
"Not so good, she wouldn't give
me the money."
"That's bad."
"Not so bad, she built a house."
"That's good."
"Not so good, the house burned
down."
"That's bad."
"Not so bad, my wife burn up in
house."—Ex.
One evening a farmer saw his man
with a lantern and asked him where
he was going.
"Courtin' ", was the reply.
"Courtin' ", said the farmer, "with
a lantern? I never took a lantern
with me when I went courtin' ".
"Yes," replied the man, "an' see
what you got."—Blue Stocking.

The Engineering in a Curling Iron
What sort of engineering is it that
makes a study of the needs and the
interests of women and creates products to satisfy them? Does it seem
that, in practice at least, this sort of
thing is a little different from your
understanding of what an engineer
really is and does?
After all, when you come to think of
it, engineering is concerned with all
the facts of life. It takes the old facts
and interprets them in new and
broader ways; but its big job is the
very big job of making more living,
—fuller living,—readily available. It
is, in every aspect, a thing worth doing, whether it concerns itself with
curling irons or converters, or any of
the thousands of products in between.
This is truly the day of the engineer. His judgments and his equip-

ment are sought in almost every phase
of living. Engineering is remaking the
business of housekeeping. Its methods
are being applied to merchandising, to distribution, to the wrapping of
bundles and the packing of boxes, to
the lighting of streets and the hundreds of things that, a few. years
back, were strictly "rule-of-thumb".
By the time you are at work out in
the world, there will'be more—though
there are only a few of them left.
Whatever is worth doing is worth
engineering; engineering effort dignifies itself. Whether it puts more usefulness into transformers or curling
irons or turbines does not matter.
The thing that counts is the work, the
creative, constructive service that is
going on for the lasting benefit of
mankind.

ACHIEVEMENT Q OPPORTUNITY
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There in the
World of Sports

ere

Since the last edition of the Tiger
there have been so many cage games
on the campus that we can hardly re.
member the details of any of them.
However, there are some points
which stand out in bold relief over
everything else. Monday's game
with Auburn was the most thrilling
we have seen.
* * »
It was Monday that Captain
Bum Day covered himself with
glory and praise and everything.
This boy r is one of the niftiest
articles w e have seen in the forward position on any team. His
long shots are the most thrilling
episodes of every game. Also,
he leads a team just about as
ably as any captain in the world.

*

*

*

Pinky Colbert is disporting himself in a most favorable manner at
his guard position. Very few of
them dribble by this heavy, but
speedy youngster. Mills, his colleague, is one of the most dependable
men on the Tiger quint and deserves
more than passing mention.
* * *
George Bryan seems to be
growing better every day. Wertz
is showing rare form at center.
In fact the whole squad is improving with each game. The
Conference tournament isn't a
long ways in the distance and already there are arising surmises
as to what the Tigers will do in
Atlanta.

*

*

*

If the
improvement continues,
there is no reason why Stewart's
cagers should not make a very creditable showing in the big meet. "We
go on record as opining that they
will be in for at least two games.
Last year they dropped out on the
first fracas. Here's hoping history
doesn't repeat itself.
* * *
Over in Atlanta the referee
called a foul on Jack Chandler
for roughing Al Staton. We
will now hear proposals for Jack
to meet Jess Willard.

*

*

*

This may be old news to some
Clemson men but it will bear retelling since it is the story of one Clemson athlete who performed a feat
which very few can even approach.
In 1903 Vedder Sitton was the ace
of the pitching staff of the Tiger
baseball team. The Clemson nine
had a big season and Sitton's work
stood out very prominently. He was
a senior that year and immediately
after commencement he joined the
Jacksonville club which was then a
member of the South Atlantic league.
Jacksonville was in the midst of a
hot race for the pennant. Vedder
Sitton pitched them to a lead and
they won the rag. At the close of
the Sally season, Sitton was sold to
Nashville club of the
Southern
League. He reported at Nashville
just in time to pitch the deciding,
game of . the
Souhern
pennant
race.
He was facing the veteran Theo Britenstein of the New Orleans Pals and upon the result of the
game depended the leadership of the
league. When the dust had cleared
away the final score was Nashville 1 •
New Orleans 0. The Southern season
was over then and Sitton went
straight to the Cleveland Indians of
the American league, where he broke
in at once!
He stayed in major
league company for quite a while and
while under the big tent, he hung
up a no-hit, no-run game, which is
no mean accomplishment for even a
veteran.
From college to the major leagues
in one summer! Some moving, we'd
say!

*

*

*

Those freshmen basketball uniforms are flashy, to say the least.
Surely the color, which is a brilliant
green, isn't intended as an insinuation of any kind. Anyway, the rats
present a natty appearance with their
new togs.
* * *
Two games with the Buffalo
Bisons have been scheduled for
Captain Reames and his Tiger
ball tossers. They will be played
in Anderson on March 33rd and
24 th.

*

*

*

Class football has taken a start \
now, and lively times are expected
when old foes meet on the gridiron.
This interclass season promises to be
the most interesting one in years.
Plans are on foot whereby the tourney will end in a big game which will
be well-adertised and it is expected
to attract a large number of visitors.
* * *
These southern relays that
are going to - be held in Atlanta
this spring will be quite the
stuff. Modeled after the famous
Penn relays, they should arouse
much interest in track sports.

Clemson College, S. C
Jan. 31st, 1923.
Mr. Pinky Colbert,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dere Pinky:
Well Pinky, I am surprised at you
to say the least. Here I read in the
papers that you are about to renounce forever the ranks of bachelorhood and take unto yourself one
of the fairer sex thereby turning
your own Declaration of Independence into a mere scrap of paper.
Now, Pinky, this would of been ;ill
right if you had only consulted some
of your old friends and experts on
the subject of matrimony and kindred evils. I'm not saying that you
didn't make a wise choice, for I
happen to know you did. But the
fact remains that you was taking an
awful chance for a youth of your
tender years and experience. I suppose you have noticed that Suaie
Owens has gone and done it too. It
looks like the first thing that happens to a Clemson athlete after he
shakes the dust of Clemson off his
feet is that he breaks down and confesses to some fair damsel that he
can't live without her to share his
salary check and grocery bills. However, that is neither here nor yonder
but the fact remains that you need
only a few words from the parson
and rulership of your household will
change hands. Because, Pinkv, I
hope you don't have any foolish idea
that you will be boss around home.
I often hear some chap say that he
is enthroned as emperor of his house
and home. But these ideas get a
rude jolt when you see the same guy
turn up a few days later with a black
eye or two and the print of a rolling
pin very beautifully impressed upon
the kingly forehead, and the missus
with a brand new hat, while the
emperor insists that he got in the
way of a passing Ford or something.
Well Pinky, in order for you to
keep out of trouble I have drawn up
a few simple rules which should
stand you in good stead in the future. They are viz.:
1. Don't argue with the wife.
2. When you think you are absolute monarch, remember the
Kaiser, he thought the same
way.
3. In case you and the madam
disagree, always compromise
by accepting her opinion.
4. If your club meetings interfere with washing dishes, resign from the club.
5. Don't buy a rolling pin.
6. Don't Argue with the wife.
Now Pinky, if you will observe
these rules I think you will be pretty safe. I must also warn you that
you must cut out your wild night
life after you have took the fatal
step. Of course I know you are not
so wild as you were when you were
a senior at this distinguished institution. * In them days I have known
you to stay out some nights as late
at 10 o'clock drinking Coca-Cola and
eating peanuts and indulging in several other terrible dissipations such
as smoking Camels and reading the
Whizz Bang.
But you must desist
from all of that kind of stuff. I
have seen many a bright home ruined
by drink. Once when I was jerking
soda in a drug store I saw a whole
drove of ants what got stuck in some
Coca-Cola sirup and died. If it will
do that to an ant, what do you think
it would do to a man's interior?
Well Pinky, that is about all the
advice I can give you just now, and
I hope you will follow it to the letter. Further and more if you need
any more advice I will be pleased to
help you out. Hoping that about
fifty years from now you and Mrs.
will be celerbating your golden anniversary, I remain.
Yours without a struggle, EGP.

*

*

*

Speaking of baseball reminds
us that the Tiger diamond team
is going to have a heavy menu
for the coming season. A trip
through Georgia, Alabama, and
Mississippi with five games in
six days is on the program.

*

*

*

The wrestling match following the
recent basketball game proved to be
rather short but none the less interesting.
Brutus Webb pinned Pete
Hollis twice in short order. Webb
showed superior' condition and endurance. More lively scraps will be
staged in the near future.
* * *
Breaking the ancient jinx, upsetting the dope, and overcoming a tremendous advantage, the Tiger cagers
rose to sublime heights to defeat
Furman yesterday afternoon.
* * *
Lefty Davis will meet Bob
Griffin in a wrestling bout
Friday night, either just before
or immediately after the Georgetown game. A big mat card has
been arranged for Saturday night
concerning which an announcement will be made Friday.

ODE TO THE SOPHS.

Georgia Tech Will Hold Its First Here's to the class of "wise-fools",
«
3
They have their year of joy
Intercollegiate Carnival.
With brooms and paddles flying
B
'Mid cries of Rat! Newboy!
The Georgia School of Technology
will hold its first annual Intercol- They introduced themselves
a ■
legiate Carnival April 28, 1923,
H ■
a B
On
a
portion
of
our
hips;
Grant Field, Atlanta, Ga.
They gave us "Christmas Presents",
Invitations have been issued to 71
And soon they'll sign our "dips".
colleges and 131 Prep, Schools
throughout the South and Southeast. But when the freshmen year is over
They will be modeled closely after
WE HAVE
The "rat" becomes the "fool";
the games held at the University of We'll leave our lowly surroundings
Pennsylvania. And it is the hope
To ascend the old dunce-stool.
of the promoters of these games that
—J, H. Hall.
they will become for the South what
the Penn Relays are for teams in that
Going Down
section of the country.
Cadet Bee was sitting on the "Y"
Along with the usual relays will be steps
with a very pretty member of
given five special events namely: 100- the fair
sex. While they were busiyard dash, 120-yard high hurdles, ly engaged
in discussing the weather
javelin throw, high jump and pole two unattached
cadets passed by and
of
vault. These events are open only the following short
but very snappy
to college undergraduates and each conversation took place:
school will be allowed to enter two
Unattached cadet (to fair one):
Loose Leaf Note Books
men in each event. Gold, silver and "Watch
out for Bee, he's lovesick."
bronze medals will be given as prizes
Miss H. E. G.: "He may be lovein these events.
Lef ax Note Books
sick,
As relay racing is rather a new love."but I'm not. I'm just" sick of
sport in the South, the relay events
Note Book Fillers
this year will be divided into two
Cadet Private Dunham has been
classes, A. and B. The class the different teams will fall in being based appointed joke censor. If anything
Clemson Jewelry
on the average times made at the can pass thru his head, then anyone
Drake Relays and Penn Relays over should be able to see the point.
Pennants
a period of twenty years. Say if a
college has a cracking good team in
"What is a hug?"
Pillow Covers
the mile which can do 3 minutes and
"A hug is a round-about way of
30 seconds, they would fall in Class showing one's affection."
A in this event. Say their Half mile
Stationery
team can only do 1 minute and 3 8
Pop Ryan (after standing major
seconds in the half mile relay, they examination): "Gee, but those exam
Fountain Pens
would fall into Class B in this event. questions were brief and to the point.
It does not seem fair to place a team They started off: 'How? Why? Exof that caliber up against two or plain. Advance your theories ,etc."
Cameras
three teams that have been doing 1 But when the eighth question was
minute 3 3 seconds, but in class B reached, it was: "Why? How. If why,
Photographic Supplies
they would stand an excellent chance how so why? If not why, how how
of winning. And coupled with this and why not why?' "
Norris Candies
they will get the added experience
that runners need so much.
He: "If you don't let me kiss you,
Gold medals will be given to each I'm going to get my hat and leave."
Eversharp Pencils
member of the winning relay teams
She: "Take it."
in the Class A events, while silver
medals will be given the winning
Rub— Sharp's baby is only eighrelay teams in the Class B events.
teen months old and can talk.
Tech Relays offered will be the
Dub—Well, that is to be expected.
one-half mile, 1 mile relay, 2 mile The baby's father is an insurance
relay, 4 mile relay, and the sprint agent and its mother is a woman!—
Medley relay in which the first two New York Sun.
men run 220 yards, the third 440
yards and the 4th man 880 yards.
For the last two or three years ATTENTION FACULTY
Vanderbilt has had the best mile reMEMBERS!
lay team in this section of the country, closely followed by Mississippi
A. & M., Louisiana State University,
Have you paid vour Tiger
Swanee, Georgia Tech, University of
Georsria, and University of Kentucky. Pledge?
Clemson College's one-half mile relay
It is long past overdue.
team last year was a, bear in action
The Rexail Druggist
led by the brilliant Sally.
Emory
Save us1 from ''having to
University of Atlanta always puts out
a cracking good team whicn gives look you up.
3 Si
the other teams of the state a hard
a B
We Thank You.
fight every year.
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Inquiries have been received from
a a is a ■ a a a a a ■
as far away as Texas and it is sin- To the People of Clemson College.
cerely hoped that the colleges of that
I will do gardening and floral i a a a a a a K a a a ■
state will see fit to send teams to the
i a a H a a m a a a «
work. Will assist in any and all j
meet, Texas is the home of great
lines of community service. Resprinters and hurdlers and their recliability and Punctuality. Special
ords in these events stand close
features.—C. B. Henry, Campus. ■
around the top of the nation. The
expenses of sending a relay team to
I. L. KELLER.
the meet will be comparatively small
to the huge cost of others teams
The place to buy your
traveling that it is expected that this
state will send over some teams.
Army
Shoes, Shirts, and We Serve Regular Meals,
In the Special Events it is hoped
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
that the L. S. U. can arrange for Pants, I have a full line of
Helm the winner of the 10 and 22 0
Citizen
Shoes,
Ice Cream,
yard dashes at the S. I. A. A. to apHats,
pear against the best that the other
Ice Cold Milks,
colleges can offer in the ChampionShirts,
Soft Drinks,
ship Hundred Waite of South CarTies and Collars.
olina is one of the greatest Javelin
Fruits and Candies,
throwers in the country. Cochran
Also Toilet Articles,
of Mississippi A. & M. is one of the
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
And College Novelties.
greatest quarter men and the winner
of the quarter at the National InterY.
M. C. A. BASEMENT
collegiates held at Stagg Field Uni- Come down and take a Look
versity of Chicago last June. Ellis,
of the same school, Helm of Kentucky and Coughlan of Suwanee closely followed by Mawbrey of Georgia
are all great hurdlers.
The authorities in charge of the
meet have great hopes for it and
extend a hearty invitation to any to
We do not sell all the good
enter. You will have the opportuSpecial Attention Given
Ooods in town, BUT what
nity of visiting Atlanta, one of the
most progressive and hospitable cities
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
to Ordering Athletic
in the south and a city that is wild
o • o
about high class intercollegiate athGoods—only two days
Robt. Burns Cigars,
letics.
-—Press Note.
Nunnally'g Candy,
required.
Waterman Fountain Peas,
What is Success ?
"What is the secret of success?"
Arrow Shirts and Collar*,
asks the Sphinx.
Knitted and Military Ties,
"Push", said the Button,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
"Take pains," said the Window.
and Trousers.
"Always keep cool," said the Ice.
"Be up-to-date," said the Calendar.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
"Never lose your head," said the
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Match.
Minima* Silk and Wool
"Make light of everything," said
Hose.
the Fire.
"Do a driving business," saidtthe
Hammer.
"Aspire to great things, said the
Nutmeg.
"Fnd a good thing and stick to it,"
said the Glue.—Community League
News.
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A Complete Line

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L Cleveland Martin

T CAFETERIA

SLOAN BROS.

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS.

G. H- Pearce, '13, of Jefferson,
S. C, is superintendent of schools
and teacher of agriculture in the
Jefferson High school.

HARRY E. WALLACE
PHOTOGRAPHER

L. P. Tobin, '11, is superintendTwo Doors North of Blue Ridge Depot—Over Strand Theater
ent of the Barhwell, S. C, Light and
ANDERS ON, S. C.
Power Plant and owner of Cedar
Good Work at Reasonable Prices
Grove Farms near Barnwell.
Photos 4x6 in Fine Folders $6 for Half Dozen.
$10.00 per Dozen.
—B. C. L.

